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To the Organizens of the European's llUomen Championship 2815
Ctrief Arbiter of the European's }lfomen Championship 2915
European Ghes.s Union

Dear Sirs,

Romanian Chess Federation, being aware about some allegations regarding
the possible cheating by the Romanian Player WGm tihaela SANDU during
EWICC 2015 which is happening in these days in Ghakvi - GEORGIA,
hereby ask you to observe strictly the FIDE Anti Cheating regulations and
FIDE Ethic rules in this situation.

This field was recently regulated by FIDE in what regarding cheating ca$es,
false accusations and sanctions and that is vvhy we draw your special
attention in dealing with the situation. In this particular case, it is clear when a
Cheating Complaint, without any evidence or clue, was fonnrarded in the stage
when Mihaela SANDU was leading the toumarnent, that a big pressure was
put on her. Here we rnention also the negative atmosphere around the case
and that she is complaining about seVere harassments, situation that clearly
affects the capacity of Mihaela SANDU to compete at her best.

The Romanian Chess Federation (RCF) states that Mihaela SANDU
had a ineprochable fair play attitude during all her chess career and express
its will to support and protect Mihaela SANDU against any breach of Anti
cheating or Ethics rules'and kindly ask you to inform RCF about tfre entire
situation and what actions were taken by the arbiters and organizers.

We assure you that our fiederation is supporting FIDE anti cheating policy,
including the protection against false accusations and for the sake of chess,
we ask your strong support in assuring a proper environment during the
EWfCC 2015.

Sincerely,
Vladimir DANILOV
Generat-Secietary
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